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Five Instalco companies in joint biogas project
Five Instalco companies have been given a joint assignment to deliver planning and 
installation of electricity, heating and plumbing, and ventilation during the 
construction of a new biogas plant in Östersund. The customer is Purac.

The Instalco companies Sydsvenska Elanläggningar, Intec, RP Montage, Optimal ventilation and 
TC-Kraft have joined forces to deliver services in the project.

“The key to our receiving this assignment is that we, through long and good customer 
relations, have been able to present a complete solution to the customer, which was exactly 
what they were looking for”, says Peter Hermansson, business area manager Instalco North.

It is the municipality of Östersund that, through its company Biogas i Jämtland-Härjedalen AB, 
will now build a biogas plant outside Östersund. Here, food waste is to be converted into both 
energy and nutrition in the form of vehicle fuel and bio-fertilizer for agricultural operations.

The five Instalco companies in the project can be found within three different geographies and 
business areas within Instalco. The total order value for Instalco amounts to approximately 
SEK 22 million.

“Collaboration and cross-selling is one of the cornerstones of Instalco's business. This is a fine 
example of how we can collaborate with many Instalco companies with specialist expertise in 
the same project despite geographic spread. We use each other's knowledge and workforce in 
a very efficient way in this case”, says Peter Hermansson.

The project has recently started and will be completed at the beginning of 2025.

For further information, please contact:
Peter Hermansson, Business Area Manager North, installation, +46 73 047 83 96, peter.
hermansson@instalco.se
Mathilda Eriksson, Head of IR, +46 70 972 34 29, mathilda.eriksson@instalco.se

Instalco is one of the leading installation companies in the Nordic region for electrical, heating & 
plumbing, ventilation, cooling, industrial solutions and technical consulting. We offer system design, 
installation and service & maintenance of buildings and facilities in Sweden, Norway and Finland. 
The business is run through our 130 subsidiaries, with support from a small, central organisation. 
Instalco is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm under the ticker INSTAL. For more information, visit www.
instalco.se.
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